BOARD KILLS OPEN ADMISSIONS
Meeting;
~

Ix-t's rctmild the movement!
Mass meeting this Thursday,
December 18, in Gould Studont Center Theatre, from
12 to I p.m., to move ahead.
Demonstrate at the office
of th«i Emergency Financial
Control Hoard, Thursday, December 18 from 1:30 to 4
p.m.,
51 Street and Sixth
Avenue. Save Open Admissions, I'Yee Tuition and stop
layoffs.
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Admissions Tied To ^Skills Tests';
Board Approves Payless Furlough
Open Admissions was killed Monday Night.
The historic policy of guaranteeing City University admission to every New York
City high school graduate was reversed in a Board of Higher Education (BHE) resolution directing new "admission standards," "skills testing" in reading and mathematics
and "other standards to be developed."
Only a couple of hundred stu- ^^ to the $uccess Qf pro,
"The Skills center idea is still
dents and staff turned out to grams ljke ThG Writing Work .
alive" according to Dean Donoprotest the Board's plans - •- in shop. "We've found an outstand- van. President Colston already
sharp counterpoint to the mass ing ability to progress given the connects the Board's decision
movement, led by Black and right atmosphere and concern with the establishment of skill
Puerto Rican students, which for the real needs of students," centers.
won the battle for Open Ad- Prof. Sandberg testifies.
"The Board's decision," he
missions in 1969.
Skills Centers
said, "will not stop enyone from
While throwing "skills testLurking behind the Board's entering. All those who didn't
ing," in the path of new appli- decision is a revival of the pass the skills test would go
cants, the BHE postponed until BHE's 1968 Master Plan for into a special program. Several
a January 5 meeting final ap- only partial opening up of the campuses, such as the Borough
proval of a plan to sort out university. The 1968 Plan, of Manhattan Community Colcurrent students by setting shelved during the avalanche oi lege, already have a program,
"standards of progress .and 'basic student demands for full Open set up by the state, which is
skills development" as well as Admissions in 1969, outlined a geared to this."
rules defining "satisfactory prog- conscious tracking system. The
The Communkaitor was able
ress toward a degree."
top track of high school gradu- to reach one of the two akills
The -death of Open Admissions ate* would enter the senior col- centers which presently exist.
foYUirwed toy two weeks the leges. A middle level would go Located or, 125 Street in HarBoard's announced intention to to the community college and lem, the center, according to
turn the operation of CUNY the bottom third (statistically someone who works there, does
over to New York State •— a low income white, blacks and not pass too many people into
move which, according to Gov- Puerto Ricans) would be re- the CUNY system. Offering, at
ernor Carey and all other stricted to limited vocational this point, free schooling in such
sources, would end 125 years training in "Educational Skills purely vocational areas as cusCenters."
(Continued on Page 3)
of free tuition.
"Phony Testing"
Students and teachers at BCC
reacted sharply to the whole
concept of "skills testing."
"Phony testing and the wasting of lives," comments English
Prof. Steve Zimmerman. "It says
that anyone who has power can
make standards and thereby design failure."
"I fear this is only the first
step," says Prof. Al Sandberg,
director of the Remedial Writing Workshop used by Open Admissions students. "There will
lie more tests and soon we'll be
back where we started."
The tests are being widely attacked as discriminating against
people for whom English is a
second language.
"Tests don't take cultural difference into consideration," University Student Senate Chairman Jay Herschenson told The
Com mimics tor.
"Such tests have an explicit
racist quota system," echoes
Prof. Zimmerman.
In general, all educators contacted by The Communicator,
felt that giving a test is a poor
measurement of either a person's knowledge or ability to do
college work.
"Educational arguments are
more subtle than the Board presumes," according to Dean Donovan. "They can't prove that this
neat reading and math package
of tests will indicate success. In
fact, we've found that reading
is not the best predictor of how
students will do."
Though remedial programs can
certainly be improved, Donovan

Editorial

. . . But It's Not
Too Late To Fight
The BHE has destroyed CUNY in weekly installments.
Tuitions, furloughs, no heat. But the key is Open Admissions. That's what CUNY is about. Any resistance movement, which fails to make the restoration of Open Admissions as it's central demand, is doomed to failure.
Our "leaders" have failed us, but bitching about them
is not enough. We need to recapture the mass militance
which won Open Admissions in the first place. We need
to build, beginning on each and every campus, a movement
which will reverse all the decisions taken by the BHE.
To build a movement, we have to break down the individualism the system pushes upon us. Right now, thousands of us are looking for individual solutions, wondering
how we're going to get the bread for the new tuition and
whether the mass expulsion of students will somehow pass
us by.
The BHE thinks "skills tests" will sound reasonable.
But it's part of an old con—Blaming the Victim. They're
not raising standards. They're just refusing to analyze
what went wrong in our substandard ghetto "education"
up to now.
Standardized testing does not measure our abilities or
knowledge. Not all of us are fresh out of high school.
Often we come here after years of factory work, of bringing up families, or from fighting Uncle Sam's vulture
wars. We've learned things out there.
Our rulers have simply been looking for the chance
to kill Open Admissions all along. They don't want to give
poor and working people the same kind of education available in more elite colleges.
If they did give us a real education, if the working
class and oppressed peoples had full knowledge of history,
economics, culture and science, we would no longer tolerate a system which oppresses us and uses education to
destroy, rather than advance, our interests.

ILet's make the University serve the people. Vencereamos.

Photo by Ferret Ng

AT THE BOARD: Death Watch.

CETA Firings Loom
Under City's Mandate
By JANET ROGOW

Three hundred fifty-one Remedial Assistants and 40
percent of the College Counselors in CUNY wil be fired as
part of a plan to lay-off 13,000 city workers in the federallyfunded CETA program. The lay-offs were requested by City
government.
Reaction has been swift. The CETA Workers' Action
Committee (CWAC), which revealed this information, assails
the planned firing as "an attack
on CUNY's Open Admission Policy." Winston Smith a CETA
peer counselor with the Office of
Veteran's Affairs, said BCC would
be hardest hit by the cuts since
"we have the bulk of CUNY's
CETA employees here." The December 11 mass meeting on the
BCC campus pledged to fight the
firing of CETA workers as part
of the overall "Save CUNY"
resistance movement.
Stanley Butterfass, Director of
Personnel, says he knows of, "no
official basis to the firings, except through attrition." The
CETA oordinator for CUNY,
Robert Ziskind, who verifies that
the cuts will take place, ("30
per cent remedial assistants and
40 per cent college counselors
sounds right"), agrees that
"students will be short-changed."
He adds, "faculty will have to
take up the slack and remedial
program will decrease."
While The Communicjitor's information is that cuts are to
take place prior to February 1,
Ziskind says, "I think we might
ride out the first three months,
January to March, with existing
vacancies. We'll lose job lines,
not bodies. It is the period from
March to June when we'll lose
people."
When hired, CETA personnel
were informed their positions
were to be for one year. Ziskind
replies that although the jobs
were advertised for a period of
a year, "hirings are subject to
financial ability," and during the
period March to June CUNY -.

"will meet cuts on a month to
month basis; therefore, CETA
personnel may be laid off prior
to the year's end." A remedial
assistant asks, "How effective
can the remedial program be
when employees are systematically fired, and lay-off is constantly hanging over our heads?"
On December 16 at the CETA
Central meeting, Ziskind will be
informed of the specifics of the
CUNY cuts. He will then acquaint Mr. Butterfass (as one of
the 19 CUNY Personnel Directors) with the planned cuts, and
he, in turn, will enlighten each
department's CETA coordinator.
Student Reaction
Luis Ortiz, an English 02 student who takes advantage of the
English Workshop said in an
interview, "The remedial labs
where tutors work are very important. Tutors help students by
backing up the teachers of
remedial classes. In my opinion,
the tutors should be kept. Everybody gains from their service—
the students and teachers."
Another 02 student, Annie Foster, points out the firings' connection with open admissions.
"The city is already trying to
get rid of open admissions. The
firing of tutors is a step in that
direction. We should not let
either of these things happen.
Here at BCC there are courses
that prepare us for jobs, but ii
we can't pass remedial classes
we can't get into those courses.
When this happens, open admissions will be found useless, and
it will be cut out altogether.
(Continued on Page 3)
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Instructors Express Anger, Shock
Over Failure To Be Reappointed

Wednesday, December 17, 1975

Executive Board Attacks
Paper's Operation., Policies
By RAUL COLON

The Student Government Executive Board is conduct"I may never be able to get another teaching job again and I really believe I will not ing an investigation into the operations of The Communibe here next year," says BCC Biology Professor John Nichols. Another biologist, Jorge cator.
Day Student Government President Harry Tracey told
Perez, states, "I'm being fired due to budget problems, and I believe there are some racial
the Board at its December 9 meeting, that "The Comovertones in this firing."
These instructors, along with scores of other faculty members, are faced with municator does not represent
the Progressive Labor Party;
the fact that they are being fired at the end of the spring semester. Their departments have the student body at large." He aof revolutionary
communist paralso recommended that publicanot given any specific reasons
tion of BCC's student newspa- ty. Some on the Board oppose
for not renewing their contracts.
PLP's actions' They are trying
per be suspended pending inves-

"""""

By SAMUEL KAGOONATH AND JOHN TIFFANY

Mr. Perez and Prof. Nichols
have taught at BCC for the past
five years and have received high
scores in their student evaluations. Prof. Nichols' faculty evaluations hare been described as
"overwhelmingly excellent." Mr.
Perez has also never received an
unsatisfactory report from his
peers.
Mr. Perez is the only Latin
among the 35 members of the
Biology Department. He was recruited through the "CUNY National Search" which was a drive
to h : re~ minority facility. At that
tirne he was doing research for
the Puerto Rican Nuclear Research Center and teaching at
the University of Puerto Rico
School of Medicine, where he received his M.A. in Radiation Biology in 1974. He holds, among
other positions here at BCC, the
faculty advisorship of the Biology
Club. "The reason I came to BCC
is that I felt I could help students develop themselves and in
particular, relate to the problems
that Hispanic students face."
A former BCC student. Prof.
Nichols obtained his B.A. in Biology and Chemistry at Hunter
College. He taught at N.Y.U.
•where he is presently completing
his Ph.D. He i.s. married and" has
two children. Prof. Nichols confirmed, "My first responsibility is
to the students. My function is
to teach Biology."
Mr. Perez and Prof. Nichols,
after not getting their contracts
renewed by the department, have
'been appealing their case through
the regular college channels.
With the help of the Professional
Staff Congress (faculty union)
they are planning a union; grievance.
Prof. Nichols contends that,
"The whole thing is one branch
covering up for what another
branch has done. It seems arbitrary in my case. They just decided to get nd of me!" Mr.
Nichols declared that his firing
is a professional question. "They
are telling me that professionally
I cannot be appointed." He emphasized that the Bilogy Department claimed that reasons for
their decision never have to be
shown.
"The notice of non-reappointment came as a complete shock
to me. I have met and exceeded
all of the criteria for reappointment, and I had just received a
promotion which denoted, to me,
exceptional service and achievement." Prof. Nichols related.
Mr. Perez told the Communicator, "I came from the ghetto
schools here in New York. I feel
that the students need a professor who has experienced directly
what they are going through."
He also pointed out that he has
not been told specifically why he
is being fired.
A letter written and signed by
the students of Prof. Nichols'
present Biology class states:
"He's conscientious in teaching
and getting points across, and is
extremely helpful in answering
all questions presented before,
during and after class. Also, during his recent illness with the
flu, he did not miss one class.

HURT BY CUTS: Mr. Jorge Perez, who has not been reappointed to his teaching post, is pictured above with his
two children.
Besides he's a hell of a nice guy
and this school could use more
teachers like him."
Mr. Perez would receive tenure
if his contract is renewed. Tenure, which in essence provides jo'f
security, is granted to faculty
members who qualify at the time
of their fifth reappointment.
"Somebody has to do something before the ball hits somebody else," Prof Nichols urged.
"I know I have lost my job, but
I have nothing to hide. I just
hope that the students are aware
of what is going on."
Prof. Nichols continued: "During this financial crisis you might
assume that the reasons were
monetary, but I would like to add
that the college has an option to
furlough individuals. This is
called 'retrenchment' and the
record shows that loss of employment was due to financial responsibilities.

"The Biology Department, for
reasons unknown to me, decided
that I should not be reappointed,
and the college upheld that decision. I can only conclude that the
college is insensitive to the students, who are losing a highly
rated teacher. They are also insensitive to me. My job and professional career are all but over."
Mr. Perez pointed out, "The
best thing students could do in
my case is to let the administration know about the inequity
and injustice in denying tenure
to the only Hispanic professor
coming up for tenure in the department. The effect on future
Hispanic professors coming up
for tenure within CUNY would
be adversely affected if this is
carried through."
The Communicator is investigating reports of firings in the
Math and Communication Arts
and Sciences Departments.

Physics Course Is Designed
To Train Nuclear Technicians
The Physics Department
is developing a new course.
Radiation Physics and Dosimetry I, beginning in the
Spring semester, under the
auspices of a state grant totalling $24,475 received by
professors David Sacher and
Jack Prince.
According to Prof. Sacher, the
purpose of this course is to extend the job possibilities of our
students as nuclear technicians
in the new and rapidly growing
nuclear power industry and in
the X-Ray and Nuclear Medicine
departments of hospitals. In addition, this course can open to
our students new avenues of
study in the various professions
in the nuclear field."
The course will deal with nuclear radiation, the instruments
used to measure it, and the interaction of radiation with human tissue and radiation safety.
(Collaboration
between
Prof.
Sacher and nuclear power plants
has
already
commenced.
If
enough students register for the

course, on the job observations
of nuclear technicians will become part of the course work.
Con Edison plants as well as
other power and light companies
have a great need for trained
nuclear technicians. The 1973
report of the Atomic Energy
Commission estimates that approximately eight percent of the
commercial power in the United
States is nuclear. Reliable estimates predict that this number will more than double by
1980. With this in mind, the
report goes on to say that more
than 10,000 new technicians will
be needed by 1982.
The, three credit course will
be comprised of two hours of
laboratory and two hours of
lecture-recitation. The prerequisite is Physics 22 or its equivalent.
Since the maximum number of
students for the course will be
20, those who are interested are
urged (as soon as possible) to
contact Dr. Prince in Gould
Tech, Room 223, or Prof. Sacher,
Gould Tech, room 218.

tigation of the paper's policy
and operations.
Executive Board Chairman
Antonio
Velasquez suggested
freezing Communicator funds,
and formulating an alternative
plan for the newspaper's operation. This plan, he noted, might
seek to disband the newspaper
and create a student-faculty
board to elect a new editor and
supervise operations. Velasquez
further charged that John Tiffany, editor-in-chief, is actually
the only staff reporter. He also
claimed "reports submitted by
student leaders are not being
printed."
No actual action to stop publication has been taken. Tracey
and Velasquez are to present a
written report at the upcoming
Board meeting where further
action will be discussed.
"I disagree with the behindthe-door tactics of the Board,"
declared Tiffany. "We have
never been officially notified of
this so-called investigation. In
fact, I feel the attack against
us is political. I am a member

to take away freedom of the
press under the guise of making
the paper more representative.
Prof. James DeMetro, Comiiumicator faculty adviser, added: "We work very hard to
publish a paper the college can
be proud of. I think we have
a fine newspaper. Our articles
report the news honestly and
fairly. Of course, opinions are
expressed in columns and editorials, but we arc always open
to opposing viewpoints. I often
disagree with some of the commentaries, but I think the paper
should be free to express all
ideas."
"The paper is not the official
spokesman for student government," Tiffany added. "Our student leaders say we don't publish their statements. The fact
is we include them in our
stories. Often, we have no space
for lengthy statements, whether
they are from President Colston
or Harry Tracey."
Tiffany has called for an
open hearing, during regular
school weeks, to discuss the attack.

Regents Seek State Funding;
Support Tuition For CUNY
The State Board of Regents has called on Albany to
assume full responsibility for financing the City University. In exchange, the state will assume a greater role in
running the university, and gain the right to impose
tuition

The Regents' plan for the
financially distressed university
also includes establishing minimum academic standards - for
admissions, requiring students
to work faster toward a degree,
merging or closing colleges, and
giving the state a majority
voice on an expanded Board of
Higher Education.
The plan recommends that
tuition 'be imposed on all CUNY
students at the same level
charged State University students: $650 yearly for the first
two years of study, $800 yearly
for the last two years.
Some of these proposals are
in accord with policies already
proposed or voted on by the
present Board.
The proposals, drawn up by
a special committee of Regents
and outside educators and businessmen, were delivered to the
Legislature last week, in an
effort to strengthen CUNY's
budget in light of the city's
inability to adequately finance

the university.
If approved, the plan would
put state financing of CUNY on
a par with the state allocation
to the State University, without completely severing CUNY
from city control.
Under the new proposal, the
mayor would have the right to
appoint seven members to the
expanded 15-rnember Board of
Higher Education.

Recess Dates
Members of the academic
community should note the following change in ChristmasNew Year holiday recess dates.
The campus will completely shut
down from Wednesday, December 24, 1975 through Sunday,
January 4, 1976. Classes will resume when the campus re-opens
on Monday, January 5.
The last day of classes this
semester remains Tuesday, January 20, with final exams scheduled for January 21 through 27.
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Students, Tracey Clash
Over Buses To Demo
By TOM MeGUIRE and JOHN TIFFANY

Eighty students, led by members of the Strike Action
Committee (SAC), confronted Harry Tracey, president of
the Day Student Government, demanding buses for students to go to the Board of Higher Education meeting on
Monday, December 15. After arguing for over an hour, the
students left in the apparent belief that the transportation
would be provided.
The confrontation grew out of
a mass meeting called by SAC
on Thursday, December 11 to
plan "mass militant actions",
both on and off campus. "Participant^ at the meeting seemed to
agree with Dr. Norman Eagle,
who stated, "What has been
done in the past isn't enough
and we do need more militant
actions."
The meeting adopted a list of
demands presented by Ari Garcia, who also called for a strike
to win them. Among the demands listed were: no special
entrance test requirement; a return to a full budget for BCC
and CUNY; no layoffs of faculty,
CETA workers or staff; reduce
class size to twenty-five with
remedial size to fifteen; investigate the extremely high failure
rate among Nursing students;
keep free tuition and no increase
in registration fees.
Jeff Youdelman, a tutor in the
English Department, told the
participants, "This meeting is af
-good turnout, but we must plan
concrete actions. In developing
a set of demands, we should understand that the struggle to
maintain Open Admissions is
key."
Dr. Eagle asserted that "The
main enemies in this struggle
are tke banks, the Emergency

Control Board and the Federal
Government. The banks jusc
want to collect their interest
payments, the BOB is forcing all
the cuts down our throats ancl
the Federal government takes
§15 billion in taxes from NewYork City and only returns $3
billion."
The meeting overwhelmingly
approved of a proposal to go to
the BHE meeting on December
15 and demand admitance for
everyone to the public meeting.
Harry Trycey, the DSG President, gave several main objections to the sudden appearance
of the 80 students. "I don't
make agreements this way. Student Government will not support actions that will lead to
the paddy wagons . . . or subversive activities." He told students, "I don't join you. You
join me," adding, "I am the
president!" He cautioned students to "Adhere to the by-laws
of the BHE and BCC." While
saying, "As far as I'm concerned,
I support you," he protested that
he couldn't provide buses without the agreement of the Student Executive Board.
Come Monday, buses for attending the Board meeting were
not provided. As a result, only
a small number of BCC students
and staff attended the meeting
which killed Open Admissions.
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Admissions Tied To 'Skills'.. *
(Continued from Page 1)

tomer repair service and bookkeeping, most students pass immediately into the job market.
Short of an outright mass reduction of CUNY's future population, the skill centers, given
the all-but-announced threat of
State take-over, loom as the
up and coming strategy for further channeling the city's working class into a "higher education" devoid of a college's traditional curriculum of Liberal
Arts and Science.

In another controversial move,
the Board decided to place all
faculty and staff members on
a forced month-long unpaid
"furlough" some time during the
spring semester. The move,
Board sources claim, will save
$32 million.
The very real possibility of a
payless payday, h o w e v e r ,
prompted immediate reaction
from the Professional Staff
Congress, the faculty union.
Irwin Polishook, first vice
president of the PSC, vowed to

go to court and fight the furlough. "We are going to be supported £>y every union in the
city," he claimed.
Other economies approved by
the Board last night include
the saving of $6 million by
closing the entire university
over the Christmas recess to
save heating costs, and to add
$9 million to this year's income
by collecting summer fees early
and crediting them to this fiscal
year's academic budget.

CETA Firings Of Counselors, Tutors . . .
(Continued from Page 1)
This would please the City and
Federal governments, but it will
punish the victim—the student."
Winston Smith furthers this
argument: "There will be less
counseling and service for Vets.
Furthermore, many peer counselors who also attend classes depend on CETA income to supplement their educations. With the
loss of these jotjs, many veterans
would be forced to drop out of
school." He says there has to be
a forum, "where college counselors and remedial assistants get
together to take political action.
It is the only thing we have to
work with.
Organized Resistance

The BCC group of CETA workers has been organizing since last
June. The group here was instrumental in forming the city-wide
CWAC organization which brings
together CETA workers. CWAC
sees these firings as part of a

history of firing CETA workers
so the city can replace them with
fired civil servants. CWAC sees
the necessity for unity against
the attacks being waged upon all
poor and working class people in
the city. CWAC member Jeff
Youdelman says, 'Once again we
see the City with the cooperation
of the Federal government shifting monies to suit their own purposes. First they try to play us
off against civil servants. Now
they want us all fighting among
ourselves for the crumbs. But it
won't work."
Ziskind claims this is not a
shifting of money, but a pullback
of funds by the Federal government. He says last April the
Federal government gave the City
double the expected amount of
funding, and told them to spend
it all. The city then accelerated
its agencies' programs. Now the
Federal government has pulled
back funds. Ziskind quips, "City
Hall looks with favo ron CUNY;
other agencies have had 100 per
cent cuts."
;

George Whitman, a remedial
assistant, voiced amazement that,
"workers who have a tremendous
storehouse of energy and talents,
and have made and could continue to make an enormous contribution to the college community," were due to be axed.
The CETA Workers Action
Committee (CWAC), which recently passed a resolution supporting open admissions and retention of relevant remedial
services, plans a militant campaign against the new lay-offs.
The campaign will involve publicity, pressures on legislators, and
mass actions city-wide and at
local workplaces. At BCC,
CWAC is currently distributing
a leaflet linking the firings to
the attacks on Open Admissons.
'We're simply not going to let
them pick us off a few at a time.
If people just kick back and hope
it doesn't hit them, we're all in
trouble. But if we can maintain
a unified resistance, we can win,"1
says a CWAC spokes-person.

CAMPUS SURVIVAL KIT
YOGA FILM

The Yoga Club will screen a
film, Responsible Action Toward
Animal Life, today, Wednesday,
December 17, at 12:10 p.m., in
Schwendler Auditorium, Tech
Two. Everyone is invited to attend.
ORANGE FLICK

Stanley Kubrick's brilliant
film, A Clockwork Orange,
based on the novel by Anthony
Burgess, will be screened on
Thursday, December 18, at noon
and 7:30 p.m., in room 208,
Student Center. Admission is
50 cents with BCC ID, $1 without.
CHEMICAL MAGIC

The Chemistry Club is sponsoring a "Chemical Magic" show
as part of the annual Christmas
Party on Thursday, December
18 at 12:30 p.m. in Nichols,
room 104. All students are welcome to the show as well as
the party.
BLOOD DRIVE

BCC's second annual student
blood drive will be held on Friday, December 19, from 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m., in room 207, Gould
Student Center. All donors will
receive a blood credit for themselves and members of their
families, valid for a period of
one year. All members of the
academic community are urged
to help make this year's blood
drive a success.
GAY AFFAIR

The Gay Integrated Group at
"BCC will sponsor its second
annual GIG Dance on Friday,
December 19, from 10 p.m. to
3 a.m., in the Student Center.
Admission is $2 (advance) or

$2.50 at the door. Live disco
will be by R. A. D. J. Daniels.
There will be a free buffet. Advance tickets are available at
the service desk in the Student Center lobby. All are invited.
HOLIDAY

CONCERT

The BCC Chamber Choir, conducted by Prof. Neoline Canton,
will present its annual holiday
concert on Sunday, December
21, at 3 p.m., in the Gould Memorial Library Auditorium. Admission is free.
The program will feature performances by the BCC Guitar
Workshop and the Valerie Capers Jazz Trio.
HEALTH PHOTOS

Memories of the Health Happening may be enjoyed by visiting the photography exhibit in
the Alumni Gym Entrance Hall.
Vinny Prohaska's pictures will
be on display from now through
February.
*"~ PLACEMENT EXAMS
In-House Placement Examinations have .been scheduled for all
students who have not previously taken them. The Math
Placement will be given on
Thursday, December 18, at noon,
in Gould Auditorium. Exams to
be given in Gould Auditorium
on Saturday, January 24, 1976,
include English and Reading at
9:30 a.m., and Chemistry, Foreign
Language and Spatial Relations,
all at 11:30 a.m. Finally, the
Typing and Steno Placement
will be given on Saturday, February 7, 1976, at 8:30 a.m., in
room 332, Tech Two.
All students are to report
promptly at the stated times

because no one will be admitted
late. Students should bring with
them two number two pencils
as well as a pen, and they
should be prepared to stay approximately three hours for all
but the math -e}«am which will
take approximately one hour.
Any inquiries regarding these
placement exams should be forwarded to Prof. Walter Merrigan, 367-7300, extension 727.
PRE-REGISTRATION

Registration for the Spring
1976 semester 'begins on February 3. But before registering,
all students must receive preadvisement counseling by attending a workshop in January.
There will be no individual advisement in January. However,
the following days have been
set for group advisement in
workshops:
January 7, 8, 9 — Business
and Commerce students and Liberal Arts students.
January 12, 13 — Secretarial
Studies, Data Processing, Liberal Arts.
January 14, 15, 16 — Ed and
Child Associates, Chem Tech,
Liberal Arts, Plastics, PrePharmacy, Engineering Science.
January 19, 20 — Mech Tech,
Electrical Tech, Liberal Arts.
January 21, 22 — Medical
Lab Tech, Liberal Arts.
January 23 — Ed Associate,
Liberal Arts.
Workshops will be held every
hour during the day at Loew
Hall, and students should bring
along their grade reports. -No
appointment is necessary. Advisement in February will mean
very long lines so January is

the time to report according to
your curriculum. Signs will be
posted in Loew Hall to guide
you to appropriate room locations.
NURSING ADVISEMENT

Nursing students who need
early advisement for Spring 1976
registration should note the following schedule:
Students entering NUR 11,
report on January 1, 1976, in
the Gould Memorial Library
Auditorium; noon to 3 p.m. if
your last name begins with
M-Z; 3 to 6 p.m. if your last
name begins with A-L.
NUR 21 — January 5, noon
to 5 p.m., Gould Library Auditorium.
NUR 25, 27, 28 — January 5,
5 to 7 p.m., Gould Library Auditorium.
NUR 14 — January 5, Nursing Center Cafeteria; M-Z, noon
to 3 p.m.; A-L, 3 to 6 p.m.
NUR 13 — January 6, Nursing
Center Cafeteria; M-Z, noon to
3 p.m.; A-L, 3 to 6 p.m.
NUR 12 — January 7, Gould
Library Auditorium; M-Z, noon
to 3 p.m.; A-L, 3 to 6 p.m.
NUR 24/26 — January 8, 4
to 6 p.m., in room 407, Gould
Tech.
NUR 22/23 — January 8, 6
to 8 p.m., in room 407, Gould
Tech.
Students are asked to bring
with them all previous grade
reports, placement exam results
and current bursar's receipt
showing current classes.
LOST AND FOUND

Student Center Administrator
Davies Burton reports that many
lost items, found by students

and turned in, remain unclaimed,
even though many of the items,
ranging from passports to pocketbooks, ID cards and keys, are
valuable. If you have lost an
item on campus, check with the
Security Department's Lost and
Found Office, room 119, Loew
Hall, Mondays through Fridays,
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Items lost and
found in the Student Center
may be turned in or claimed in
Mr. Burton's office, room 201,
Student Center (extensions 481,
482, or 483). Mr. Burton holds
found items in his office for a
few days and then forwards
them to the Loew Hall facility.
MATH CONTEST

The Mathematics Club is sponsoring a contest for which all
BCC students are eligible.
In order to compete, it is necessary merely to submit solutions
to any of the problems which are
available in the Math Office,
room 315, Gould Tech. The student who produces the best set
of solutions will be the winner.
In the event of a tie, there may
be a requiurement for an additional competition.
Although no advanced mathematics is needed for the solutions
to most of the problems, in some
cases there is likely to be a requirement of persistence, ingenuity and insight.
The contest will end on February 9, 1976. Al] solutions should
be submittetd to the Math Office by that date. The prize,
which will be a classic work of
value to anyone inclined toward
the mathematical or scientific
fields, Will be presented to the
winner.
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Tuition Bonus?
To the Editor:

A recent editorial in The
Communicator stated that "if
tuition is imposed, then many
students, minority and white, will
be forced to leave." This of course
echoes the position of most political leaders in this city, the
leadership of CUNY, and many
other civic and community
spokesmen. Many of these people,
including some whose views are
frequently aired in your columns,
go further and assert that charging tuition would be a racist act.
I would like to attempt a brief
analysis of what is likely to
happen if, as is increasingly likely' tuition is imposed. It is most
important to take into account
certain facts which are rarely
discussed. The first fact, almost
never mentioned in the public debate, is that the great majority
of full-time students at BCC
stand to gain monetarily if tuition is charged. Surprising, but
true! Approximately 75 per cent
of the BCC students come from
families whose gross annual income is less than $10,000. Those
students, if they carry 12 credits
or more, would wind up with
extra cash in their pockets if
tuition were instituted.
In order to understand this
seeming paradox one need only
be acquainted with two already
existing financial aid programs:
the federal Basic Educational
Opportunity Grant (BFJOG) and
the state Tuition Assistance Program (TAP).
This year, without tuition, sev-

eral thousand BCC students will
receive a BEOG for as much as
$788 if they are full-time (12
credits and proportionately less
if they are part-time (6 to 11
credits). Few BCC students (only
full-time non-matrics and out-ofcity residents) now receive a Tuition Assistance Program grant
since, as the name implies, TAP
is only available to those who pay
tuition. Therein lies the key. If
tuition were charged, the overwhelming majority of full-time
BCC students would not pay a
penny because TAP would take
care of it for them. In addition,
with a tuition of $650 per year
(the figure most frequently suggested), the maximum BEOG
award would increase to $1,077.
Thus, the poorest students
would have an extra $300
(more or less) over and above
their present BEOG. Of course
not everyone would receive the
maximum—only those ion welfare, Social Security or with very
low earned incomes. However,
every full-time student with a
gross annual family income of
under $10,000 would have his/
her tuition paid and also have
something left over. Those with
higher incomes (only 25 per cent
of the BCC student body) would
have to pay part, but not necessarily all of the tuition. Even
those few students whose family
income is $20,000 per annum
would receive a $100 TAP grant.
Unfortunately, the TAP program is not available to part-time
students. However, BEOG is and
since part-time students would
pay proportionately less, most

Moving On

The Captitalist Crisis
By ARI GARCIA

The quick end of the "American century" has brought upon
us all the ruthlessness which
has characterized our rulers
abroad. For many years after
World War II, many countries
throughout the world, especially
those identified with the term
"Third World," were subject to
the economic and military whip
of the good old U.S.A.
With their economic and
military might, U.S. bosses were
able to control the markets
of the world as well as the
natural resources. To top it all,
cheap labor was available for
the bosses' corporations. Whenever opposition to the U.S. ruling class turned into armed
struggle against their local puppets, the U.S. Marines, the CIA,
the Army, the Air Force, etc.
would go into those countries,
and, under the half truth of
"protecting American lives and
property," raze them to the
ground. Millions were, and still
are, killed in the name of
Democracy and free enterprise,
or "the more money you have,
the more free you are." Lenin
defined the rape of the so-called
.underdeveloped nations by the
more "developed" ones as Imperialism; in our particular
case, U.S. Imperialism.
While U.S. bosses were having
a ball abroad, they faced increasing demands for better
wages and living conditions by
the workers at home. In order
for the U.S. bosses to be successful abroad, they had to
maintain "peace" at home. That
meant that a higher standard of

living for the U.S. working
class came about as a result
of the workers' fight for their
just demands. U.S. bosses did
not give in easily to their
workers' demands for better
working and living conditions,
but they had no choice; it was
either that, or prolonged strikes
by the workers at home which
could cripple their imperialist
expansion abroad.
At this point it will be useful to note that not all was
well and good for imperialism.
At the same time that U.S. imperialism was consolidating much
of the world into its "sphere
of influence," the Chinese revolution was triumphant, and it
was an inspirational experience
for anti-imperialist forces the
world over. Also, in order to
stop the growing socialist movement in western Europe, the
U.S. bosses had to put their
capitalist allies back on their
feet. After World War II, most
Western
European
countries
such as • Germany, Italy, France,
England, et al, were in economic and military disarray. The
socialist movement under the
guiding light of Soviet Russia,
which was progressive under
Stalin, threatened to engulf all
of Europe. U.S. bosses pumped
'billions of dollars into the
economies of their bankrupt
friends to momentarily hold back
the working class movement in
those countries. By helping to
develop the economy of Western
Europe, U.S. bosses "solved"
one problem, but created themselves another. A few years
later, these same countries were
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would receive enough assistance
to pay all their tuition. Some
part-time students would even
have money left over to buy books
and meet other educational costs.
How is it then, if the great
majority of BCC students have
nothing to fear from an imposition of tuition, their leaders and
allies raise such a hue and cry
whenever anyone broaches the
subject? The answer is partly
lack of information. Most people
are probably unaware of the programs and data cited above. In
addition, I would sumbit, they are
being manipulated by political
and educational leaders who are
aware of the above facts but
choose not to mention them because of ulterior motives. It is
plain to see that only middle and
upper-middle class students (very
few of whom attend BCC) would
be adversely affected by tuition.
While only 25 per cent of BCC's
students have a family income
of $10,000 or more, in the entire
university the figure is 46 per
cent. In fact, 22 per cent of the
CUNY students have incomes
above $15,000 per year. It is these
relatively affluent students (and
their families) who are being protected by the current free-tuition
policy for they and only they
would have to pay if CUNY
charged tuition.
Regarding the issue of racism,
since the students who would be
hurt by the imposition of tuition
are the affluent ones and since
they are predominantly white, it
might indeed be a racist act to
charge tuition; but, presumably,
not the kind of racism that the
Committee Against Racism is
concerned about.
Doug Strauss
Student Development
Department

competing with the U.S. for
control of the world market,
and many have been very successful at snatching "turf" from
the U.S.
Unfortunately for the socialist forces, after the death of
Stalin, socialism was reversed
in Russia and capitalism consolidated. Without that, all the
money in the world would have
not stopped the socialist movement in Europe. After the reversal of socialism in Russia the
wars for '^National Liberation"
which had been inspired to a
large extent by the Chinese
revolution, 'became wars to determine which imperialist power
was going to control this or
that nation. Today we are faced
with a situation where once
socialist countries such as Russia
and even China have entered the
cut-throat inter-imperialist competition for world domination,
with the Russians replacing
the U.S. as top-dogs of the world.
We should not be discouraged by
the fact that socialist countries
have turned to capitalism and
have become imperialist. This
does not mean that socialism
doesn't work. Don't forget that
socialist ideas as developed by
Marx and Engels have been
around the planet for just over
one hundred years; compared to
the history of humankind that
amounts to nothing. In such a
short period, great advances have
been made by socialist theory and
practice. As good scientists, we
should learn from the mistakes
made by those who dared to try
and change the world, correct
those mistakes, and try again
ourselves. We must carefully
study the Chinese and Russian
experience, and draw useful lessons so that we won't make the
same mistakes.
Going back to the main point
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YSA Replies
To the Editor:

In the last issue of The Communicator,
"The
Collective
Staff" wrote a full page article
on the cutbacks movement
which slandered and mis-represented the Young Socialist Alliance (YSA). It is unfortunate
that the staff has resorted to
this type of one-sided journalism to expound on inaccuracies
and deepen the "split" in the
movement.
Disunity and red-baiting only
hurts the movement. The McCarthy era and the many examples of FBI and CIA involvements in disrupting left organizations, the Civil Rights and
Anti-War movements show how
this tactic of "divide and conquer" works against the interests of the working class and
its allies. The ruling class loves
nothing more than dissention in
the movement to avoid the political questions and to keep us
from uniting and focusing on
the real issues.
The YSA is in agreement with
the National Student -Coalition
Against Racism (NSCAR) that
a mass mobilization of students,
faculty, community leaders and
working people is needed to
fight the cutbacks. It is an organization which involves all
who want to fight against racism wherever it occurs regardless of what their politics are.
The YSA supports NSCAR in
reaching out to the widest possible sectors of society around
a common cause. This as necessary to build massive actions
involving all those that are afof my writing today, U.S. bosses
seemed invinceible for a while. Despite armed resistance to their
oppression, U.S. bosses seemed to
always be able to turn the tide
in their favor. Yet, at last, the
tide began to turn against them.
In the 60's, things started to fall
apart for them. Cuba was lost,
the CIA was busier than ever
staging coups the world over in
vain attempts to turn back the
wheels of history; the Marines
and the Army were sent from one
continent to another—from Dominican Republic to Vietnam—
to "save democracy"; the Middle
East started to fall out of U.S.
control. Slowly but surely, U.S.
bosses got kicked out of Vietnam, Cambodia, Cuba; they don't
set the price for oil in the Middle East anymore; Asia is out of
their hands; many African and
Latin American countries have
broken away from their "sphere
of influence"; many of the U.S.
supported fascist dictatorships
are crumbling under the wheels
of history; etc.
It all amounts to one thing:
the loss of markets by U.S.
bosses to the other imperialist
powers; mainly to Russia, but
also to the others. This means
a cut on the profits that U.S.
bosses used to rake in as a result of super-exploitation.
To maintain their cut-throat
competition with the other imperialist countries, U.S. 'bosses
need capital — huge amounts
of it. They need this capital to
update their industrial and war
machinery. There is only one
way for them to get this capital and that is by undercutting
the living and working condition
of the working class at home.
The U.S. ruling class can no
longer afford to provide a "high
standard of living" for its work-

fected by the cutbacks.
The Young Socialist Alliance
is a multinational organization
uniting youth of all racial and
national backgrounds against a
common oppressor—the racist
ruling class. We believe that
ultimately only a socialist program and a mass action strategy
can fundamentally transform a
society and win victories for the
oppressed and exploited.
There are two main roadblocks to the working class political action: the reformists
and the ultralefts. Reformists,
who argue that the way to
v..iange society is to elect "good"
politicians, fear or lack confidence in the independent struggles of the masses. They bypass the power of mass action
in favor of supporting capitalist
politicians and lobbying for
minimal reforms. Ultralefts lack
a clear perspective and their impatience leads them to substitute the actions of a tiny minority for a strategy to mobilize
the masses. Many also advocate
confrontationist tactics designed
to provoke a violent showndown
with police or university authorities. This type of action is not
aimed at involving large numbers of people and gives the
government an excuse to crack
down on radicals and portray
them as a hot-headed violent
minority.
The YSA's program and strategy embody our confidence in
the struggles united around issues that affect our lives and
that will advance the battle
against capitalism.
Holly Jones,
YSA President
ing class. In plain English, they
want to make us pay for their
crisis.
The attack on CUNY is only
part of the 'bosses' assault on
poor and working people all
over the country. From, New
York alone, U.S. bosses plan .to
rip-off $10 billion in capital in
one year. All this money will
be coming from cutbacks in
vital services and going straight
to the banks who will use it as
they see fit. If we remember
that the major banks (Chase
Manhattan,
First
National,
Bankers Trust, etc.) control the
big multinational corporations,
we can see that our money will
•be going straight to big business.
To make us go along with
the cuts, the bosses will use
every trick in the book; they
will appeal to patriotism; racism; they will try to break the
unions; pit us one against the
other, and at the same time call
for "everyone to pull together"
during hard times. In short, all
kinds of gimmicks will be used
by the bosses to get away with
their rip-off. Our answer should
be a militant and organized
fight back. Let the bosses collect the garbage; let Beame
drive the trains; let Rockefeller
work in the sewers. If we say
no to any lay-offs and cuts in
services, if the working class
strikes —• a general strike —
then the 'bosses will be forced
to the wall. If we don't strike,
if we don't fight back, then we
will be driven to the wall. Either
the bosses win this round and
score a major victory in this
period of decline of U.S. imperialism, or we win and force
the bosses to suffer a major
defeat. Kick them while they're
down!! Workers and students:
Unite!!

THE
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Editor's Note: This final installment of X'risis in CUNY, a
booklet published one, year ago
by a group of CUNY students
and faculty known as the Newt
Davidson Collective, begins with
the victory of Open Admissions
in 1969.
* # *
The decision to go ahead with
Open Admissions brought the
University once again to the
brink of political crisis over the
tuition issue.
Resistance seemed all the
more urgent in the late 19GO's
and early 1970's, for free and
equal access to CUNY seemed
to have become the only remaining political bulwark against
savage class warfare and the
continued flight of the middle
class from the city. As Albert
Blumcnthal put it at the time:
To destroy these essential
and critica.] sui>i>orts of City
University policy would he to
invite disaster for our City. I
am not overstating the alternatives. To destroy Open Admissions, free tuition, SEEK and
College Discovery would generate intergroup frictions on
an order of magnitude this
City has never before experienced. It would make Ocean
Hill-Brovvnsvillo look like a
picnic.

Who actually runs things at
CUNY from one day to the
next? The conclusion that CUNY
is largely a creation of the capitalist class would seem to suggest that representatives of that
class arc here, as elsewhere in
American higher education, firmly in control. Yet a good deal
of evidence seems to suggest
that his would be a grossly simplistic, even silly conclusion. UnJike most private institutions,
where control is clearly in the
(hands of self-appointed and selfperpetuating cliques of rich old
trustees from the world of business and finance, CUNY is a
public university. It is exposed
at a great many points to political, governmental, and public interference. At least a dozen
city and state offices share responsibility for CUNY's affairs.
The bitter struggles for autonomy, free tuition, and now Open
Admissions have been, as we
have seen, precisely a struggle
waged by local working and
middle income groups against
ruling class interventions in University policy.
The corporate-foundation axis
is able to continue its pressure
on CUNY through Albany, without risking a working-class takeover of the University. The proCUNY forces, for their part,
avoid the open class warfare
many see as a result of defeat
-and meanwhile buy time to build
their political strength. The upshot of it all is the odd spectacle of a multi-versity, built
and run to serve capitalism, in
which the working and middle
classes have managed to hold
small but significant beachheads.
The problem is that the ruling elite will never make "improvements" that might undermine capitalism (and if they
did they would no longer be
paid salaries from the Rockefeller, Ford, and Carnegie fortunes). And this spells disaster
for the rest of us, for capitalism's survival requires our continued exploitation.
Like the factory, like the office, like the school before it,
higher education is slated for a
reorganization in the interest of
greater productivity, uniformity,
and "efficiency" — a code word
for management control. That
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cial aid is to be made available
only for the first two years of
higher education. This effectively blocks almost all the working
class from getting any but the
barest-<boned occupational training.

Book Digest

CRISIS IN CUNY
reorganization is thought to require the following tactics.
STATE TAKEOVER
The masterplanncrs would like
to impose order by removing
what elements of autonomy still
characterize the American campus world. This requires, to their
way of thinking, grouping together various campuses (units)
under some larger umbrella authority. Local units should be
combined under a university
system (as the municipal colleges in New York City were
brought together under CUNY);
these university systems should
•in turn be brought under the
aegis of state-wide planning
boards; and the state authorities should in turn receive directions from federal authorities,
themselves advised by the foundation masterplanners.
SUNY Chancellor Ernest L.
Boyer has predicted that in the
near future the state will move
to "force closer cooperation"
between itself and the campus,
and that when it does so, the
campuses will "have to begin to
'fall in line.'"

In the not too distant future,
therefore, we may expect to see
the creation of some super-agency to "streamline" and "modernize" higher education, end
we may safely bet that it will
be staffed by representatives of
the foundation elite. Phase one
of the masterplanners program
will then have been completed
in New York State.
DIVISION OF LABOR

An orderly educational system,
the masterplanners feel, requires
that each campus (like each
factory) specialize. Each should
be devoted to the production of
a distinctive product.
One of the most powerful
ruling class organizations in the
United States, the Committee
for Economic Development, recently issued a study entitled
The Management and Financing
of Colleges. This report recommends that each college and
university in the country establish a set of goals. It rejects
broad, humanist goals. It derides
as impossibly sloppy and vague
such traditional "missions" as
producing "well-rounded, thinking men and women able to
cope effectively with a wide
range of personal and societal
problems and needs."
What the CED is after, instead, are solidly specific vocational goals.
The next step is to ensure
that the right kind of people
are sent to the right kind of
campus and then to the right
kind of jobs. The working
classes must .be channeled into
the manual, technical, and clerical positions. Those in somewhat higher income brackets
must be funneled to the supervisory positions in industry and
government bureaucracies — social workers, teachers,
etc.
Those of still higher brackets
are to be trained for the professional slots — doctors, lawyers,
and the like. And those sons
and daughters of the wealthy
who are destined for command
positions in the banks, corporations, and government will be
given the finest and broadest
educations.
The masterplanners' preoccupation with tracking, as we have
already discovered, stems not
simply from its alleged poten-

What docs this mean? Since
poorer students (indeed, most
students) would be utterly dependent on the state — even
for the first two years — they
would be completely frozen out
if in any given year money was
not available. Who would decide
whether or not money would
be available? If the state wanted
to cut back on student enrollments, they would come up with'
a "budget crisis." Financial aid,
and thus access to college, could
easily be pegged to shifting
priorities of business, not social
needs.
MANAGEMENT AND THE
MASTERPLANNERS

tial for greater economic efficiency, but also from its role in
perpetuating and strengthening
the class structure of capitalist
society.
A basic requirement of capitalist education, remember, is
that people don't get "overedncated." ffoo
much education,
under capitalism, is not just a
wasteful use of resources. It also
starts people thinking about
higher wages, better jobs, better
lives — in short, it undermines
the class, race, and sex divisions
of capitalist society.
CAPITALISM AND TUITION

The device upon which capitalism relies to control access
to different campuses is the
pricing mechanism. Private colleges simply charge so much
that only the rich can attend.
The UQper reaches of the system are in good working order;
it is the bottom that is not.
Too many centers properly reserved for the middle orders are
packed with the lower orders.
All those cops and truck drivers
are getting overeducated. Why?
Because tuitions are not high
enough to keep them out. And

in some outrageous instances—
most notably the City University of New York — no tuition
is charged at all!
On top of everything else,
American capitalism is in crisis
again. Confronted with vigorous
foreign competition, a crumbling
international monetary system,
and defeat in imperialist adventures, the corporations must
gouge the workers further to
maintain profits. This will be
done not simply by taxation,
price hikes, and inflation, but
also by having the public bear
more and jMore of the cost of
its own education ( the public
already pays over 60 percent of
all college costs).
For all these reasons, then, a
major campaign is on to smash
free tuition, and CUNY is a
major target.

Raising tuition is part one of
the masterplanners' plan to
strengthen tracking. Part two
is to institute a system of loans
(and in some cases grants) to
needy students, and "needy"
means only the most povertystruck. But in every one of the
masterplanners' proposals, finan-

Unionization, as always, troubles the capitalists. But management has shown it can live with
unions, and even find them useful, if they are the proper kind.
If, that is, the unions are run,
from the top, by bureaucrats
who "understand" management's
side of things, who will be "responsible" and agree to enervating "no-strike clauses," and who
will curb "excessive" militancy
in the ranks.
The Academy for Educational
Development's Vice President believes that a proper collective
bargaining agent does not concern itself with "questions o£
basic educational policy, such as
educational objectives, access to
higher education, curriculum, instructional procedures, degree
requirements, and evaluation of
student performance." A proper
union limits itself to bread and
butter issues.
"Scientific management," which
helps capitalists raise profits
through more efficient exploitation, was first applied to education — with disastrous consequences — more than a halfcentury ago. Now the time-motion tune is going to be heard
(Continued on Page 7)

DEAR DOC
By DR. ALLAN WOLK
College Ombudsman
Dear Doc,

I'm terribly worried about what's going on in
New York City and the future of my education.
A free education is to me the only way I can
get out of the ghetto. What's happening?
—Hopeful
Dear Hopeful,

Your question merits the entire column for
an answer. I believe that the open admission-no
tuition CUNY policy should 'be maintained for
the good of the city and all its inhabitants. There
are sound economic, political, and social reasons
for this.
Economically, it's an excellent investment for
the business community, which has been able to
employ thousands of capable college graduates
throughout the years in fields ranging from
accountancy to zoology. These men and women
constitute the administrative and intellectual
backbone of our city. They are the vital middleclass which help support, through taxes and
buying power, the business structure of the Big
Apple.
Politically, the party that supports the educational dreams and aspirations of New York
City's various ethnic groups will be well rewarded with electoral support. During the present
turmoil over the question of no tuition-open admissions, black, Hispanic and many white ethnic
groupS) are carefully watching to see what the
elected and appointed officials of both parties
are doing for them and their children. They want
open admissions-no tuition because it has helped
them catch hold of the great American promise.
The CUNY system has cut across racial and

ethnic lines; for example, 60 percent of the 1974
CUNY" freshman class (25,200 out of 42,000) were
non-Hispanic whites. Thus, the party or candidates that come out strongly, in words and
deeds, for continuance of the present system will
have generations of faithful workers and voters
in their corner.
Socially, open admissions-no tuition has been
an important means of resolving what Gunner
Myrdal called the "American dilemma", — a
paradoxical situation in which equality is promised but not given to all Americans. History and
objective personal observation clearly show that
many blacks, Hispanics and whites have been
placed in life cycles that begin and end with
poverty. Around and around their existence
goes — little formal education, menial jobs, low
income, poor housing, poor schools . . . After a
while, a person who is imprisoned in this vicious
circle becomes frustrated, angry, loses faith in
the system and then strikes back, either at himself through drugs or at others through crime.
He sees no hope, no way to give himself and
his young ones a happy, secure life. The present
CUNY system has been a definite break in this
poverty cycle.
If people do have certain inalienable rights,
and indeed, if one of these is the pursuit of
happiness, then doesn't it logically follow that
society should guarantee a person's right to meet
his or her potential through a free education?
* * #
Send your questions or personally bring
your problems to Doc Wolk, College Ombudsman, at Gould Hall, room 211 (extensions 7.94
Of 795).

THE
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•'Music To My Ears

Krazy Kink Komedy
I

By LENNY

RINALDI

Another historic night was
Compounded at the Beacon
^Theatre as the Kinks returned
"to garnish the Beacon's stage,
•this time with their new rock
operetta Schoolboys In Disgrace
'(;RCA). Ray Davies, head Kink,
"lias done it again with a Tom
'Brown Schooldays tale of Mr.
OTash in his schooldays. For
"fton-Kink followers, Mr. Flash
1* a character from the Kink's
^Preservation Act I & II (RCA)
Opera who is a good-evil heroIgangster who transforms a
•mail village green into a Times
^Square metropolis only to be
shot down toy a Mr. Black. In
any case, Schoolboys is Flash's
schooldays with his cohorts and
tells of how he has a little too
Juuch promiscuous pussy and how
Jhe knocks up 'his childhood
«weetheart. He's publicly beaten
-and expelled from school and,
important, disgraced in
«yes of everyone. Only
i Navies •> «an turn this into a
1
>4ight-hearted fun filled romp.
j -With the use of costumes,
j «creen visuals, chorus, brtiss sec} <t5on, and the ever-lovin' Kinks,
j tie -destroys the audience. The
i lovely First Time We Fall In
I JLove, I'm In Disgrace, Headmaster end education are the
jhighlights of the show as well
as the album.
Of course, no. Kinks show is
."Complete without the horde of
oldies and they opened the show
with a bus load of them includJjng Alcohol, Waterloo Sunset
j :/and Lola. The finale of the secj ond show came and the audience
} jrefused to leave until fifteen
i minutes later, the Kinks were
brought back to lead a sold out
Crowd in a sing-a-long of You
Are My 'Sunshine. Only Ray and
the Kinks could pull off that
one For Kink collectors (Pye's)
*he Kinks has the moldy oldies
including a hard to get I Took
My Baby Home and the classic
Ton Really Got Me and Sunny
Afternoon. Along with the
Kinks was 'the soon to be superetar Steve Harley and Cockney

Rebels, who did not get their
glory at the Beacon because
the stubborn, over anxious Kink
crowd simply tore the house
down. But they did get it a
week later at the Bottom Line.
Steve Harley has already conquered his own English soil as
well as most of the European
continent, through extensive
successful tours, a couple of
number one singles, and three
top selling L.P.'s. You can get
a sample of his music on a new
release A Closer Look (Capitol)
which ds a collection of choice
cuts from past albums. Harley
and the very fine, tight, together Cockney Rebels performed feats of wonder at the
Bottom Line as they perfectly
recreated the orgasmic Death
Trip and Sebastian with the
music traveling from acoustic to
electronic, soaring to heights of
grandeur. A new song, Timeless
Flight, the title cut of his soon
to be released L.P., promised
us that Harley has only begun
to let down his pants and show
us his wares! Harley performing
is like a three-ring circus; you
don't know who to watch or
what to see because it's all
coming at you at one time and
feeling oh so -good. Very much
the actor, Harley rolls his eyes,
flashes his hands, and twists Ms
face to accentuate works like
T»Irj Soft or
The grand finale was Make
Me Smile which had everyone
tossing and moving in their
«eats, -sending out rushes to the
body like that .first big1 dip-oil
a roller coaster. WSth barely
enough time for us to' catch etttbreath, he was off leaving his
firey brand burned into our
memory banks.
± will have a one hour radio
special on Harley & The Cockney Rebels next semester on
.WBGC, with an exclusive inter.view and samples of his music,
to introduce you to a superstar
in the making.
Also on the bill was ex-Family
Roger Chapman's new group*

Film

Individual Vs. Authority
By FRAN ALBERO

Everything that can be said
about a major work of art, has
been and will be said about
"One Flew Over The Cuckoo's
Nest." Controversial, socially
relevant, sinfully hilarious, completely overpowering, all true
statements. Yet they are not
even the beginning of an explanation of this drama.
The film, directed toy Milos
Forman and starring Jack
Nicholson, is taken from the
uniquely redeeming novel by
Ken Kesey, and is set in an insane asylum. We partake in the
struggle of one inmate's unassailable individuality against the
oppression and control of his
authorities.
This irrepressible force is
R. P. McMurphy, who comes to
fife in the form of Jack Nicholson who, I could swear, is the
reincarnation of this character.
McMurphy, in an attempt to
escape the prison work farm,
passes himself off as insane.
Duly* he is sent to the institution in order to be studied. In
no time at all, bis vitality -and
love of living infect the other
patients who flock to him like

pieces of filings drawn to a
whole magnet.
The off shoots of this relationship result in some of the
'best comic and touching scenes
ever to .be filmed. This all takes
place under the disapproving
and controlling eyes of Nurse
Ratched, the personification of
"the system," played magnificently by Louise Fletcher. She
has led these patients into docile, zombie-like existences by
her almost unbelievably impersonal and unapproachable iron
rule. This is not because she
purposely wants to hurt but because she believes it to be .best
for the patients. Authority demands conformity of its individuals for the good of society;
and it really believes this. Now
we realize the hopelessness of
this tug-of-war.
The result of this confrontation is a devastating end, but
an end in which the 'individual
does indeed beat the system.
The cast is truly remarkable.
Each -actor brings, e new and
special dimension , to his role.
Missing this film would..be passing up a captivating.experience,
one thing you should never do.

Streetwalkers, The maniacal
Chapman, slightly drunk and
sweaty, spasmically ran through
an incredible set of hard English music tinted with shades of
early Family feeling. His voice
is very much the show and is
one you don't like instantly. The
voice is like a parasite which
attacks slowly and devours you
greedily until you become caught
up dn it. Their new L.P., Streetwalkers (Mercury), exemplifies
this and is worth picking up,
if you're willing to take the
chance. Spasmic rock at its
best.
New Releases
I'm taking this opportunity to
wish everyone a musical merry
makin' holiday. To help you
with your last minute shopping
chores, I want to let you in on
the best 'buys to please that
special someone.
The number one contender on
my top ten. L.P.'s of the year
is Face The .Music, by Electric
Light Orch. (U.A.). The .music
is incredible. A trip with Alice
In Wonderland is a good comparison to the feel the music
has upon your mind. Unsounding very much like their last
masterpiece JEWorado (U.A.) yet
sounding very much like E.L.O.,
they^ spellbind with -an Indian
influenced Waterfall, a .discorock Evil Woman, a Sgt.-Peppered moqged Nightrider, an
electric-fiddled funky Poker, and
a j*aradise Island .OneSummer
Dream which floats your brain
up and away into foreverland.
Like Alice eating the cookie
that shoots her up to tremendous proportions'and then drinking the drink -which shrinks;her
to pea-size pixie, the feelings
she must have felt «gok»g
through those changes «re the
changes this record will send
you through. Take your favorite
pleasure and listen to musical
magic.
Elton John's Rock Of The
Westies (MCA) needs no introduction and should have a column of .raves. For lack of
space, I'll just say it's like all
the rest of his albums—firstrate pop and roll, with essence
of excitement; Island <3irl, his
number one (what else) single,
Grow Some Funk Of Your Own
and Hard Luck Story are in- .
stant winners. Medjey, which is
three mini songs, is first taken
individually, then combined to
cause a stirring tempest, with
the aid of Labelle as : backing.
Hats off to Elton and Bernie
Taupin, his lyricist, for another
energizer.
It took a long time for the
Miracles to match their master
Smokey Robinson but City of
Angels (Tamla) does it. Starting
with a disco thriller Overture,
it makes a pretense of a concept album, concerning a boy
who loses girl to L.A. He goes
there, becomes a success, finds
girl, loses girl to tragedy,
leaves the city of angels, end
of story. What it really is, is
an excuse for, some fantastic
music. There's disco with. Love
Machine pumping inusic guaranteed to fill, any hole, * .good
soul sensatiqns like, My Name is
Michael, and bajladering with
Poor Charlotte which, make .this
a miracle that'll work, wonders
on your soul.

We Are All Jay Gatsby
By WILLY CORPUS

Film, in general, has had
an everlasting effect on me.
Upon watching the three-hundredth rerun of Casablanca,
I cannot (help but hold Ingrid
Bergman close in my arms
and say the immortal line,
"Here's looking at you, kiid,"
while Sam plays As Time
Goes By. Film is the one
medium
that
reproduces
man's dreams. But more than
that, it also awakens our
senses as it focuses on the
"real world."
True, movies are an escape.
We go to laugh, or cry, and
we forget that real world
outside the theater door. Our
concepts of ibeauty, love,
wealth, Kfe, our fantasies
materialize x>n the t>ig screen.
We are all Jay Gatsby. Or
Robert Redford. But giving
us this ,fantasy, film forces
us to examine our morals
and values. Indeed, in the
comedy King of Hearts, the
hero, a soldier, escapes to an
insane asylum, while the
world is insane. Man must
seek peace and ironically he
finds it in a madhouse. In
contrast, All Quiet On the
Western Front gives us a
glimpse of World War I with
a harsh, ugly, "reality." Both

PIANO INSTRUCTION
Ruth Fromowitz Luehenok
Teacher of piano, theory, and
harmony

Coll: 3674739
Located near the BCC campus

are strong anti-war statements. Look into the eyes of
the late James Dean. We see
a rebel and an outcast. But
there, in the eyes, we see the
pain and hurt of youth misunderstood. Film gives • us
many aspects of life.
We can relate movies to
real life. Though time has
changed the values of moviemaking, as seen in Arthur
Penn's Little Big Man, where
we are rooting for the Indian, where, years ago, John
Ford had them bite the dust,
film reflects the society of
the times. We can question
screen violence and compare
it to the current trend of
violence in society.
Film opens and closes our
perception. It plays upon our
emotions. We are seized into
a time warp, where we are
with Moses, parting the Red
Sea, then suddenly, floating
in the void in the year 2001.
We can escape into a dance
routine with Ginger Rogers
and Fred Astaire. Or we can
tip our hats, twirl our canes,
and walk - down La Strada,
the road of life, with Chaplin's eternal tramp. Film
helps me put life into focus.
And I also like to dream.

Printing
S0% DISCOUNT - Wedding ft Bar
Mttzvah Invitations * Enifagementa
Free Gifts & Free Informals
AL's INVITATIONS (212)3*4-5141
2958 Jerome Avenue Bronx, N.Y.-1«4«8
Bedford Pk. Blvd.
Near All Trane.
WE LAMINATE DIPLOMAS ON.
.PLAQUES AT REDUCED PRICES.

HINGSTODO
PARA MANANA.
1. Write an epic poem no shorter than
247 pages long using the following
5 words only: cactus, Gold, lime,
Sunrise, Agamemnon.
2. Read Milton's Paradise Lost. Explain
why you liked him better when he
was on TV.
3. Translate a map of Mexico into English,
leaving out all the consonants.
4. Disregard all of the above, make a
pitcher of Cuervo Margaritas,-and
invite all your friends over.

JOSE CUERVO*TEQUILA. 80 PROOF.
©1975, HBOBLElfMNG., HARTFOR0.CONN.
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Revamped Alumni Association
To Offer Improved Services
Have you ever wondered what happens to your college after you have graduated ? Does your college just dismiss your existence after you've left? Well, Bronx Community College cares about its graduates and it is interested in how they are progressing after they have departed from these hallways and
pathways.
Caring about former students,
however, and seeking to follow
their progress once they have
indeed left the college is just
one of the many functions carried out by the BCC Alumni
Association (Yes! this college
has such an organization)
which, after a short furlough,
is currently engaged in a massive rebuilding project dedicated
to better and improved services
for graduates and other former
students.
At the present time, however,
the Alumni Association is facing a titanic problem — not
enough active participation by
the alumni themselves.
Current students who are
reading this article might well
ask, "Why are you directing
your words towards me? I
haven't graduated, yet." The
answer is really very simple.
Eventually, you will graduate
or transfer from BCC which
will then make you eligible for
membership in the Alumni Association. "What we are trying to
do is to inform students, especially those who will graduate
in January, 1976, that we are
here and ready to serve them.
But we need their active participation to make it work," said
Coordinator of Alumni Affairs
Sol W. Winfrey.
The BCC Alumni Association,
as it is" currently organized,
consists of only the Advisory
Council and those interested
alumni, administrators, and faculty who comprise it. "This situation has to be changed somewhat. After all, an Alumni Association should be, chiefly by,
for and.of the alumni, with the
cooperation of the college community," Mr. Winfrey believes.
"So, the future of the Bronx
Community College Alumni Association is in the students'
hands. As students travel onward towards their eventual

PUZZLE
PEOPLE
By JOSEPH JOYNER, JR.

I'm glad to be back in The
Communicator to offer you more
puzzles, problems, posers, brainteasers and the like, hopeful
that they will give you a chance
to turn over the grey matter
in some unaccustomed ways. I
also hope they entertain you.
Here's the first one.

careers, we ask that they do
not forget their ties with BCC.
Join the Alumni Association and
help to make it an organization
that we can all be proud of.
You can begin toy giving it your
support right from the moment
that you are pronounced a
BCC graduate," said Mr. Winfrey, himself a BCC alumnus.
For further information about
the BCC Alumni Association, or
to find out what you can do to
help, contact Mr. Winfrey, in
Language Hall, room 16, or call
367-7300, extension 636 or 637
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Digest: Crisis In CUNY
(Continued from Page 5)
in higher education.
For the mament, the masterplanners have decided pretty
much to ignore matters of quality and go directly to solid facts
they can measure.
Once quality is defined as the
degrees awarded and the cost
per degree, enrollment and the
cost per student enrolled, student credit hours and the cost
of each credit hour, then the
masterpilanners will be on
familiar territory and can justify a wide variety of strategies
to cut costs or improve efficiency: packing more students
into classes, cutting wages, increasing teaching loads, paring
down staff, or replacing faculty
with teaching machines.
The Bankers even go one bet-

ter and propose hiring high
school teachers (working high
school hours at high school pay)
to handle all remediation work.
'Neither adjuncts
nor high
school teachers, the Citizens'
Budget Commission notes, are
likely to be as effective as fulltime professors, but "the cost
savings . . . would toe substantial."
Capitalists
h a v e -become
alarmed — and with good reason — at the political state of
the nation's campuses. Repeated
student upheavals of the sixties frightened them badly, not
simply ibecause of the disorder,
but because of the disaffection
from capitalism that fueled
them. Capitalists are dismayed,
too, by the critical spirit of
the professoriate, ranging from

_Sta

Theodor Relk
Consultation Center,
150 W. 1} Street,
New York 10011. Or call
924-74-40,

.ZIP-

HOFSTRA
UNIVERSITY
Hempstead, New York 11550,

For free brochure, write to

Tighter state control, strictefr
division of labor by campuses,
better tracking and more tuition, improved hierarchical control over each campus, undercutting faculty power, maximum
efficiency and cost-effectiveness,
expanding techteach, and the>
restoration of ideological control — /this is what we can expect from the capitalists in the
near future if they have things,
their way. Whether we let them
have their way is the next question.

You're different from everybody else. So a career program that's right for somebody else,
may not be right for you.
At Hofstra, we emphasize the differences. By providing an enormous wealth of resources
from which you can fashion a career program that best suits your needs and ambitions.
We offer complete flexibility within every career area. Whether it be law, medicine,
engineering, education, business, communications, or the arts.
jt
Our unusual Major/Minor Program allows you the latitude of combining two normally
unrelated subject areas to form, a third. Like majoring in English and-minoring in Business, or majoring in
Economics and minonng in Fine Arts.
Whatever program you pursue, Hofstra's faculty and guidance counselors will help put
it in focus at every step.
Applications for the spring semester, 1976, are still being accepted. Just call 516-560-3491
for information, or to set up an appointment to come in during the Christmas recess.
Extensive financial assistance is available. r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ - - - _ ,
HOF-'STRA UNIVERSITY
And for those of you who've maintained a 3.0 QPA, you're
Office of Undergraduate Admissions
eligible to apply for a special 51.000 per year scholarship.
Hompstead, New York 11 550
If you're interested in living on campus,
Mail this coupon or call Undergraduate
accommodations are available in our attractive air-conditioned
Admissions at 516-560-3491.
Please send me more information about •
residence towers.
tnc Hn'si'a curriculum and "The Uses of a
For further information about the
Coiicae Education.'
Hofstra curriculum, admissions, and financial assistance,
give us a call or send in tne coupon for our free booklet.
f a College tducation", Prospectus for

Watch for the solution next
time.

competent therapist?

So one of the highest-priority
items in the overall capitalist
game plan is to curb the campuses.

HFFERB4T
ANSWRS
FOR DIFFERENT
TR4NSFERS.

II' a clock takes 7 seconds to
strike seven, then how long does
it take the same clock to strike
ten?"

Whatiat?
How does it work?
How do you find a

consumerism and ecological reform movements to full-scale
Marxist critiques of the capitalist order.

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
AND SCIENCES
Provides broad background and ndepih specialization in the humanities,
natural sciences, mathematics, computer sciences, engineering, social sciences, and interdisciplinary programs,
Including programs in pre-law, premedicine. pre-denttstry, pre-veterinary, pre-optumetry, communications,
theater iB.F.A). fine arts, and speech
therapy. Minors available in business
and education.

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
rs major concentrations in ac-

and investments, international trade,
management, and marketing. Joint
B.BA./J.D. program with Hofstra
School of Law. Minors available in liberal arts and education.
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Pre-professional teaching programs in
art. business and commerce, elementary school, English, foreign Ian-

516-560-3491

guages, mathematics, music, science,
secretarial and office subjects, social
studies.- special education (graduate
degree only), speech (arts or therapy),
teacher assistance, and physical education and recreation. Broad liberal arts
base required for most programs (elementary education students take dual
. major in education, liberal arts').
NEW COLLEGE

A small collegium of scholars and apprentice students in the spirit of medieval England's original New-College at

Oxford. Using all resources of the University: offering varied modes of learning and individually oriented pace. Included is the University Without Walls
program.
.
•
GRADUATE PROFESSIONAL
PROGRAMS

Specializations in the humanities, natural sciences, social sciences business administration, education and law.
SCHOOL OF LAW
Offers, with the School of Business, a
joint B.B.A./J.D. program for fresh men.
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JACKSON,
ALEMANY,
FERRER
EARN TITLES

Grapplers Finish In Second Place
At Met-Conference Championships
Henry Jackson, Joe Alemany, and Al Ferrer captured titles, leading the Wrestling
team to a second place finish at the Met-Conference (MCCAC) championships at Queensborough Community College on Saturday. Kingsborough Community accumulated 90
points, while Bronx garnered 60.
Despite dropping matches to Queen&borough, Bergen and Kingsborough, the individual
success of Jackson, Alemany and
Ferrer, along with Rick Garlepp
and Fred Cruz, has made the
season a successful one for returning coach Mike Steuerman.
At the Met Championships,
Jackson took charge of things
early, pinning both Kingsborough
and Queensborough opponents in
less than one minute each. Alemany defeated Queensborough's
Jesse Mendoza on points to cop
the title in the 150 Ib. class. Ferrer beat Agnan Haskaj of Kingsborough 7-4 to decide the title at
142 pounds. Second place finishers included Ruben Gomez at 167
pounds, Rich Garlepp at 158, Milt
Tirado at 118 and Fred Cruz
wrestling at 20 pounds under his
prescribed weight of 177.
On December 5 the grapplers
travelled to Kingsborougn and
were edged 28-26. Jackson, who
is undefeated this season, pinned
his opposition at 2:20 of the second period. Fred Cruz did away
with his man at 1:14 of the first
stanza. Alemany and Ferrer remained undefeated. Ferrer won
an easy 6-0 decision and Alemany pinned his opponent at
2:33 of the second period.
The main reason for the defeat
was because we forfeited matches
in two weight classes, 190 and
126, thus giving the opponent
12 free points. Ismael Morales,

who wrestles in the 190 pound
class, was declared ineligible,
despite the fact that he has won
all of his matches. Ouch!

The Broncos dropped a 33-24
match to Bergen Community
and a 36-21 decision to Queensborough in a dual meet at the
Alumni Gym on December 3.
Jackson pinned his Bergen opponent in 29 seconds and disposed of his Queensborough man
early in the opening frame. Alemany also copped two matches
that day, pinning his Bergen opponent in 1:50 and defeating
his Queensborough foe 7-5. Rich
Garlepp defeated his opponent

STANISLAUS WARREN

"Pow" went the gun at Long
Island's Farmingdale College,
and the indoor season for BCC's
track team was off and running.
BCC joined another five colleges at Farmingdale for its
first track meet this season and
triumphed by sweeping the 600
yard run. The Bronx sweep was
led by Mike Flynn in the time
of 1:18.4, Steve Griffith 1:19.0,
and Charles Durant 1:19.6.
Other runner ups were Vernon
Wilson, Lee Smith and Stan
Warren.
The spectators at Farmingdale
appeared to appreciate the performance of BCC's athletes, as
did the coaching staff of Henry
Skinner and Greg Perry. In fact,
the coaches feel the men are
capable of winning the metropolitan championship this year.
Observed on the sidelines at
Farmingdale were members of
the Manhattan Community College track team. Instead of competing, Manhattan's
runners
rented a station wagon and
came to scout the runners from
BCC. "There is a sort of a
friendly rivalry going on between BCC and Manhattan," explained Greg Perry. "Players on
iboth teams know each other.
Many have gone to high school
together." Manhattan is shaping
up as the chief rival for the
upcoming Spring season.
Farmingdale was followed

in 2:15 of the second frame.
Both defeats can again be attributed to the two forfeits in
the 190 and 126 pound classes.
"Forfeiting these matches hurt
us," said Coach Steuerman.
"Losing Morales, a guy who has
won all his matches, hasn't
•helped either. We are expecting
Jackson, Alemany and Ferrer
to make the regional championships, maybe even the nationals.
They are exceptional wrestlers."
Coach Steuerman needs grapplers in the 190, 177 and 126
pound classes. If you are interested, see him at the Alumni
Gym.

Broncettes And New Coach
To Face Tough Queensboro
Led by new coach Maggie"
iHilgenberg,
BCCs
Women's
Basketball team faces its toughest competition Friday night,
when they meet conference rival
Queenstoorough Community College on the opponent's home
court.
The 18-game schedule includes
Nassau, Suffolk, Orange, Rockland, Staten Island, Westchester, Sullivan, Kingsborough, and

Indoor Track Season Opens;
Sprinters Off To Good Start
By
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with a development meet on
December 5 at the 168 Street
Armory, "We had an adequate
showing but, were at a disadvantage because other runners were
given handicaps and the track
was very crowded," Mr. Perry
said. "All of our runners ran
scratch races, starting at the
starting line."
Upcoming events include the
Amateur Athletic Union Junior
Metropolitan and Senior Metropolitan meets next month. BCC
will also participate in the
Junior College Invitational meet
in mid-January and the Millrose
at Madison Square Garden on
January 30.
The coaches hope that more
talented athletes will be joining
the team which is truly a multinational team this year, with
Jamaicans, Dominicans, Puerto
Ricans, Virgin Islanders and
British Hondurians participating.
Among the outstanding team
members are Jose Lopez, all
metropolitan-all regional three
miler from George Washington
High School; Sammy Maluouk;
Ramon Valdez; and Daryl Graham, the outstanding quarter
miler and 800 meter competitor.
Other top sprinters and middle
distance competitors include Elvis Graham, Tony Brown, Ed
Howard, Carl Hibbert, Robert
Garcia, Joe Hendrickson and
John MoClymont.

New York City Community Colleges. The Broncettes have also
ibeen invited to play in the
Metropolitan Community College A t h l e t i c
Conference
(MCCAC) Christmas Tourney at
Queens College, December 22 to
24.
Returnees to the squad include team Captain Dorreen
Bingham and Co-Captain Angelina Rodriguez, both guards. Also returning are forwards Denise Love, Moriah Jacobs and
guard Regina Thompson. Women to watch out for include
centers Valerie Richardson, Rosemary Hudson and forward Lena
Watson.
"I think that we can go a
long way this season," said
Coach Hilgenberg. "The team is
well-balanced and has shown a
great deal of poise during the
practice sessions," she added.
Ms. Hilgenberg, an alumna of
Bronx Community College, replaces Prof. Michelle Stern, her
former BCC coach. "It will be
a difficult task filling the shoes
of such a fine teacher," said
the new coach. Ms. Stern, now
the college's director of Women's Athletics, led the Broncettes to three New York State
Junior College titles and one
national tournament bid.

Sports Schedule
BASKETBALL

Dec. 18: BCC vs. LaGuardia, 8
p.m., away.
Dec. 19: Nassau Community, 7
p.m., away.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Dec. 18: Rockland, 5:30 p.m.,
away.
Dec. 19: Queensborough, 6 p.m.,
away.
Dec, 22-24: Metropolitan Christmas Tourney, at Queens College.
Jan. 2: Kingsborough, 6 p.m.,
home.
WRESTLING

Dec. 19: Rockland and Nassau,
5 p.m., home.
Jan. 3: York, 1 p.m., home. ,

VARSITY
DROPS
5 IN A ROW

Shaky Hoopsters Drop
Lehman Heartbreaker
By RICHARD FEDOERMAN

BCC's varsity basketball team lost its fifth straight
game of the season on Friday night, dropping a 70-69
decision to the Lehman College J.V. at the Alumni Gym,
In the last two weeks, the Broncos have also suffered defeats at the hands of Staten Island Community Collegey
SUNY Farmingdale and Rockland
Community.
In the Lehman game, called a
"thriller" by Coach Vernon
Haley, BCC was led by Otis
Miliner with 17 points. Paul Ingram and Gerald Hassell chipped
in with 14 apiece. Trailing 70-67
with 11 second to go, Haley
called a time out. He designed
a play for Gerald Hassell to take
the last shot, looking for the
foul. The shot missed and Otis
Milliner tipped it in at the
buzzer, but it was too little too
late.
Staten Island's Ken Tucker
eoored 29 points to lead the Islanders to a 94-53 route of the
Broncos on the losers' home court
last week. Slick ballhandling and
tenacious defense gave the opposition an insurmountable 30
point halftime lead. BCCTs manto-man defense was nowhere to
be found. Gerald Hassell was the
lone Bronco scorer in double figures with 12 points..
Farmingdale's balanced scoring
attack combined with a devastating fast break offense gave the
upstaters a one-sided 101-75 victory on December 6 at the

Alumni Gym. Eddison Reed, of
Farmingdale, led all scorers -with
28 points. The only significant
scoring for BCC was Gerald Ha&sell's 14 points followed by Paul
Ingram's 11.
Rockland's early sharpshooting
coupled with Bronco foul trouble
gave them an easy 87-67 win over
the Broncos on the winners'
court. Forced to pres most of
the game, BCC committed one
error after another. The main
weakness of a press is that somewhere along the line, somebody is
left free to take an open shot.
That problem, along with the,
lack of scoring from the guards,
contributed to BCC's demise.
Coach Haley thinks that withf
increased experience that the
Broncos will be a team to reckon
with in their remaining 16 gamea
of the season. This reporter disagrees. A fast break offense and
pressing defense do take time to
adjust to, but how long do w«
have to wait before the Broncos
win a game? The answer ttes i»
the question, how do you get to*.
Carnegie Hall? Practice, Practice.

Alt: Flag Football Teams —
Repent And Lose Headaches
to write this way. I'm usually
By WILLIE MARTINEZ
There has 'been too much in a good mood, but today, as
mixed feeling going on among ' I write these lines, I ask mythe participlants of Flag football. self "Don't they like the way
At the last game, players' feel- I write about the truth? I only
ings were boiling. Some players write what I see, being imparfelt that the game was poorly tial and unbiased."
I hope that my words can
officiated. Some asked "Did you
stop the clock?" "I don't think bring peace among the ill-fated
that clockman is honest," others tormented "professional", teams
that are in the contest.
charged.
As for the results of the DeDear players, why don't you
stop complaining so much cember 4 game, the Vets and
amongst each other and do what Black Bunch forfeited, thus givyou have to do. A Flag football ing the No-Names and Mean
game is not meant to pressure Machine their victories.
A game between the Mean
your brains and make you think
the other guy is evil. Repent Machine and No-Names, not on
and victory will glorify your the original schedule, was authorized as an official game by
headaches.
Don't go take it out on your Earl Duval. No-Names beat thei
friends and members of the fam- Mean Machine 14-6.
P.S. Mean Machine, I think
ily. You must remember that
these times are so bad that your cheerleading song was
'being so concerned about the creative, but please, sing it in
human errors of a game, tune next time. Remember it's
Mean Machine three times in the
shouldn't bother you.
It hurts so much that I have key of F sharp, not flat.

SfeeJ Hadicrl Tires — Snow Tires
TIRES AT WHOLESALE PRICES

TO STUDENTS, FACULTY & STAI-F WITH I.D. CARD

AT

LIBEN-HANSEL TIRE CORP.
Webster Ave. at the Cross-Bronx Expwy.
FOR INFO. CALL
OOO irWtfl
299-1UUU

STORE HOURS:
8:30-5:30 (wkdys.)
8:30-3:30 (SAT.)

ALL MAJOR BRANDS AND SIZES

